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Dyspepto-Beastmol

As part of the Beast’s reaction to the Miner’s 

presence, its bowels secrete a special antacid that 

exobiologists have termed Dyspepto-Beastmol.

Should they come in close contact with it, an 

enterprising Miner may use it as a temporary boost 

to power more actions.

However, if dislodged from its naturally occurring 

sources, it will disperse and enhance the Beast’s 

Immune Responses.

M I N I - E X P A N S I O N

Components
12 “Dyspepto-Beastmol” 
cardboard tiles. Each tile has 
the same image on one side, 
and a number on the other. 
There are 2 tiles for each of 
the numbers 1-6.
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Setup
Place the Dyspepto-Beastmol tiles with the numbers 
side facing down next to the play area and shuffle them.

Gameplay
On their turn, after filling the Tract and before acquiring 
an Immune Response card, the Beast draws 2 Dyspepto-
Beastmol tiles.
If there are fewer than 2 face-down tiles, the Beast does 
not draw any.
Then they must choose one of them and place it on the 
Stomach card that is located a number of spaces away 
from the Miner equal to the value shown on the tile.
The tile not chosen is returned to the other face-down 
tiles and shuffled among them.

Dyspepto-Beastmol tiles and the Miner
Whenever the Miner is attacked by a Stomach card on 
which there is a tile, they may take the tile and place it 
facing up in front of them.
On a later turn, the Miner may use a Dyspepto-Beastmol 
tile to perform an additional action as if using a die with 
a value shown on the tile. The tile is then removed from 
the game.
The Miner may only hold one Dyspepto-Beastmol tile at a 
time. If they acquire a tile while already holding one, they 
must immediately choose and remove one of them from 
the game.

Dyspepto-Beastmol tiles and the Beast
Whenever the Miner eliminates or captures a Stomach 
card on which there is a tile, the Beast may take the 
tile and place it facing up next to the acquired Immune 
Response cards.
The tile makes Immune Response cards more resistant: 
The Miner can not eliminate them using a die with a value 
shown on any tile taken by the Beast.
A Dyspepto-Beastmol tile taken by the Beast may be 
eliminated by the Miner as if it were an Immune Response 
card, using a die with value equal to that shown on the 
tile. The tile is then removed from the game.

Using a Stun action on a Stomach card 
with a Dyspepto-Beastmol tile does not 
affect the tile. The card is pushed back 
normally and the tile remains on the 
card.

Whenever a Stomach card with a 
Dyspepto-Beastmol tile is removed from 
the Tract for any reason other than being 
eliminated, being captured, or having 
attacked the Miner, then the tile is 
removed from the game without effect.



Games with a Hibernating Beast
The rules are the same as in the game for 2 players, with 
the following exception:
After refilling the Tract, draw one Dyspepto-Beastmol 
tile and place it on the Stomach card that is located a 
number of spaces away from the Miner equal to the value 
shown on the tile.

Games with a Robot Miner
The rules are the same as in the game for 2 players, with 
the following exception:
If the Robot acquires a Dyspepto-Beastmol tile, it will 
always use the tile on its next turn.
The rules for the Robot placing dice and activating them 
from the highest value to the lowest still apply.
The tile is then resolved before a 
die with the same value.
The action is resolved as if the tile 
was a die placed in the lowest-
numbered empty dice slot.
If no dice slots are empty (i.e. if the 
tile has a value higher than all of 
the dice), resolve the action as if 
the tile was a die placed in slot 3.
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